
              

 

Report: Outdoor Recreation and Oil & Gas Leasing Reform 
 

- REPORT ON THE FEDERAL OIL AND GAS LEASING PROGRAM, 

Prepared in Response to Executive Order 14008, U.S. Department of the Interior, November 2021: 

 

As an overarching policy, BLM should ensure that oil and gas is not prioritized over other 

land uses, consistent with BLM’s mandate of multiple-use and sustained yield. The BLM 

should carefully consider what lands make the most sense to lease in terms of expected 

yields of oil and gas, prospects of earning a fair return for U.S. taxpayers, and conflicts with 

other uses, such as outdoor recreation and wildlife habitat. 1 
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Introduction 

 

Life in states with significant public lands has changed dramatically since the passage of the 

Mineral Leasing Act of 1920.  While oil and gas development brought jobs and royalty payments 

to many rural communities in the 20th century, economic changes in the energy industry and 

climate change considerations have led a growing number of communities to begin transitioning 

towards more diverse sources of jobs and revenue. 

  

Increasing use of public lands is bringing new opportunities, including economic benefits from 

outdoor recreation. With the growth in remote work opportunities, the pandemic accelerated an 

existing trend of businesses and professionals seeking high quality-of-life in places with outdoor 

access. Investments in recreation assets are bringing improved prosperity through growing 

visitation, new business developments, and the recruitment of entrepreneurs, professionals and 

retirees, all seeking to live in communities with access to protected lands and waters. 
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Healthy public lands bring quality-of-life, visitors, and business investment to nearby 

communities through outdoor recreation, but only if land managers ensure balanced management 

of those lands. Those seeking healthy places to live and work, and those directly dependent on 

the outdoor recreation industry, rely on access to our public mountains, rivers, and deserts. 

Without strong, common-sense protections against methane and other harmful pollution from oil 

and gas developments, the $862 billion2 outdoor recreation industry and the increasing prosperity 

of rural communities with access to healthy landscapes will suffer.  

 

Without reforms, the current federal oil and gas leasing system is undermining communities by 

making it more difficult for local elected officials, businesses, and other stakeholders to bring 

21st century economies to their communities. Recent and ongoing conflicts between outdoor 

recreation and oil and gas leasing in multiple Western states demonstrate the need for reforming 

the federal oil and gas leasing system. Recreation experiences are impaired by air and water 

pollution, physical impacts to viewsheds, safety concerns related to recreation and industrial 

activity occurring in close proximity, and damage to the outdoor “brands” of communities 

seeking to market themselves as centers for healthy outdoor recreation and tourism. By 

promulgating a rule addressing the oil and gas leasing process—along with implementing best 

practices and using newly developed technologies—the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) can 

protect and improve the physical and economic environment in communities across the country 

that want to expand regional outdoor recreation economies. 

 

This report outlines: 1) the ways in which outdoor recreation is negatively affected by climate 

change caused in large part by the oil and gas industry; 2) the different impacts that the oil and 

gas industry have on outdoor recreation experiences; 3) how communities that rely solely on oil 

and gas will be unable to promote themselves as healthy outdoor hubs and thus attract visitors, 

new residents and businesses; 4) how federal land managers continue to propose problematic 

leasing in areas with established and developing outdoor recreation economies; and 5) how 

reforming the federal oil and gas leasing process through a formal rulemaking can directly 

address these issues while also retaining oil and gas development where it is economically viable 

and appropriate.  

 

Interior Department Rulemaking is Needed to Finish the Reforms Initiated in 2022 by the 

Inflation Reduction Act and Bureau of Land Management 

 

In 2022 Congress and the Biden administration took meaningful action to update the oil and gas 

leasing process. The Inflation Reduction of Act of 2022 (IRA)3 raised onshore oil and gas 

royalties, increased minimum bids and lease rental rates, required fees for expressions of interest, 

eliminated noncompetitive leasing, updated onshore bonding requirements, and required a fee for 

methane that is consumed or lost by venting or flaring. The BLM has taken steps to reform and 

improve the federal oil and gas leasing process through guidance issued in instruction memos to 

field managers that, in part, requires a filtering system to ascribe “low preference” to parcels 

with multiple uses that have other significant values such as outdoor recreation.4  
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However, under the IRA significant ongoing oil and gas leasing is required through 2032 for the 

BLM to issue any rights-of-way for wind and solar development; BLM must offer for lease at 

least 2 million acres of federal lands (or, if less, at least half the acreage for which potential 

bidders submitted expressions of interest) in the year before each proposed wind or solar right of 

way is issued.  

 

Thus, because the BLM must by law continue to sell oil and gas leases on federal lands, the 

Interior Department should issue a permanent rule addressing the outstanding issues not 

remedied in the IRA. Such a rule could also make permanent the policies in the 2022 BLM 

instruction memos that address oil and gas leasing. In particular, the Interior Department should 

promulgate a rule that strengthens and makes permanent the guidance issued in November 2022 

with instruction memo 2023-007—“Evaluating Competitive Oil and Gas Lease Sale Parcels for 

Future Lease Sales”5—which provides direction for the evaluation of nominated lease parcels 

and the selection of which parcels to be offered in oil and gas lease sales. This deferral/filtering 

criteria was developed in response to the November 2021 Interior Department Report on the 

federal oil and gas leasing program, recommending that “the BLM should carefully consider 

what lands make the most sense to lease in terms of expected yields of oil and gas, prospects of 

earning a fair return for U.S. taxpayers, and conflicts with other uses.”6 

 

Climate Change Caused by Oil and Gas Developments Damages the Ability of Americans 

to Recreate on Public Lands 

 

Climate change uniquely affects outdoor recreation, fundamentally altering public lands and 

waters and the outdoor recreation experiences they support. Hikers, fishermen, mountain bikers, 

snowboarders, climbers, scuba divers, and many other outdoor activities are all negatively 

affected by climate change. In 2019, the House Natural Resources Committee held a hearing on 

the effects of climate change on outdoor recreation, where Outdoor Alliance testified to the many 

harms inflicted on the quality of the outdoor recreation experience, health impacts and safety 

concerns for recreationists, and damage to the outdoor recreation economy.7 Climate change also 

harms the outdoor recreation industry by reducing snowpack for skiing and other snowsports, 

creating water insecurity such as low river flows for recreational boaters, barring basic access to 

public lands during fire season (year-round now in some places), and many other detrimental 

impacts to public land users from air and water quality concerns.  

 

According to the United Nations’ climate science body, methane is responsible for 30%8 of the 

climate change we are experiencing today, and oil and gas is the largest industrial source of 

methane pollution, accounting for a third of emissions.9 In addition, the burning of fossil fuels is 

the primary driver of global warming. Addressing climate changes requires expeditiously 

ramping down greenhouse gas emissions, and, as a resource owned in common by all 

Americans, our public lands and waters and the agencies that manage them on Americans’ behalf 

must set the curve in aggressively moving to limit emissions. Acknowledging the constraints 

imposed by the tethering provisions of the IRA, the Department of Interior must act to limit the 

climate impacts of oil and gas development activities on public lands and waters and address the 

acute local effects of oil and gas development on conservation and recreation values. 
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Industrial Developments Impair the Quality of Outdoor Recreation Experiences 

 

In addition to climate impacts, noise and air and water quality concerns from industrial 

operations can harm outdoor recreation experiences. This harm manifests in both direct contact 

for visitors with contaminated air and water and through damage to the reputation of a place or 

community. While tourism officials can spend millions marketing a location, if a place has a 

reputation for industrial noise or pollution that degrades the outdoor experience, transitioning 

beyond resource extraction to a cleaner and more durable economy that includes outdoor 

recreation will be nearly impossible. 

 

Aging Equipment Leads to Water Pollution from Oil and Gas Wells 

 

An important example can be found in Grand County, Utah. Water quality is an essential aspect 

of any boating, fishing, and wildlife viewing experience, especially where people will have direct 

contact with the water. On May 20, 2014, a 45-year-old oil production well in Utah began 

leaking 100 barrels an hour into a dry wash near the Green River, and a subsequent storm forced 

the crude oil into the river itself significantly impairing the water quality and imperiling the 

health of boaters in Labyrinth Canyon, a popular paddling destination10 between the town of 

Green River, Utah and Canyonlands National Park. This section of the river is also home to three 

endangered fish species.11 The failed well dumped an estimated 80-100 barrels per hour for over 

30 hours into Salt Wash. While the original spill was initially contained by federal and state 

officials, an intense rainstorm subsequently caused a breach in containment dams pushing the 

contaminated water 4.5 miles down Salt Wash and into the Green River. A Utah Division of 

Water Quality official admitted that the "truth is that nobody will ever know how much got in the 

river, because nobody was sitting here watching it," but a few days later an “eyewitness’s photo 

revealed a large oil slick 30 miles downstream from the incident site”12 on the Green River, and 

pools of oily water were observed in Salt Wash.13  

 

Unfortunately, this was not an isolated case. The same operator responsible for the oil spill at 

Salt Wash in 2014, SW Energy, spilled over 500 barrels of oil at the same site in 1995, yet 

escaped with only a minor fine from the 2014 incident.14 Water contamination from oil 

development operations occurs from well failures like these, as well as from wastewater storage 

systems, oil and wastewater transport, disposal wells, and other related industrial activities.15  

 

Often industrial infrastructure is outdated and in disrepair, making spills and leaks of all types 

more likely. According to the Associated Press, between 2009 and 2014 more than 180 million 

gallons of wastewater was spilled from at least 21,651 individual incidents from ruptured pipes, 

overflowing storage tanks, intentional dumping,16 or the gross negligence of oil operators17—and 

these numbers are likely very low because many spills go unreported. As with the incident 

involving the Green River’s Labyrinth Canyon, impacts to outdoor recreation are one of many 

harms that resulted from these oil spills. 

 

Solutions 
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● Strengthen Bonding Requirements: To protect recreation resources and related outdoor 

economies, the Interior Department should strengthen bonding requirements to prevent 

ongoing air, water, and visual impacts from abandoned wells and prevent the current 

crisis from continuing to worsen in the future. The Interior Department should establish a 

regulation updating bonding requirements consistent with proposals such as from 

Colorado Senator Michael Bennet.18  

● Strengthen Stipulations in Drilling Permits——To ensure bonding is adequate and that 

aging equipment is updated to prevent equipment failure, including when lease interests 

are transferred to another party. 

 

Methane Flaring, Venting, and Leaking Damages Air Quality 

 

Oil and gas developments also negatively affect outdoor recreation through air quality 

degradation and contributions to climate change. Most air pollution from the oil and gas 

extraction process occurs through releasing (often intentional emissions) and flaring of methane. 

Studies show that “poor air quality represents a significant health risk, especially when recreating 

outdoors,”19 and that the presence of oil and gas development within five kilometers of an 

overnight recreation site will cause less visitation, suggesting that “the presence of oil and gas 

development may have a significant enough effect on the user experience to motivate some users 

to recreate elsewhere.”20 The deliberate release of methane from oil and gas operations is 

common, and reducing such emissions is the focus on federal efforts to regulate the emissions of 

harmful greenhouse gases and ensure federal taxpayers receive a fair return on the leasing of a 

public resource.21  

 

Another source of air quality degradation comes from abandoned and orphaned wells, which are 

a significant contributor to air pollution from oil and gas operations. While bonds are required 

for reclamation of wells at the time of their establishment, these funds are often inadequate. The 

BLM is charged with monitoring permitted wells drilled on federal public lands and accurately 

classifying the status of each well, as well as enforcing operator reclamation requirements. Once 

oil and gas wells cease production on public lands, they are classified as inactive, non-producing 

wells that, under the current regs, operators can let languish in an inactive state essentially 

indefinitely.22 Yet operators often fail to reclaim wells that were inadequately bonded. In many 

cases, larger out-of-state developers have sold these declining producers to local operators who 

simply do not have the cashflow to properly reclaim and cap wells. With the original developer 

long gone, physical and environmental hazards such as leaking methane, polluted surface water 

features, or contaminated groundwater reserves result. Cleanup costs from abandoned wells fall 

to taxpayers,23 and opportunities to significantly reduce methane releases are missed.24  

 

Moreover, abandoned wells risk the health of neighboring communities and those that recreate 

nearby. One example can be found in Fruita, Colorado where outdoor recreation is the lifeblood 

of the local economy. Fruita is considered a premier mountain biking destination, home to world-

famous trails that riders of all skill levels and abilities can enjoy. This strong legacy of outdoor 

sports is the reason people choose to live and visit Fruita and why new businesses continue to 

https://www.durangoherald.com/articles/aaron-kindle-and-jason-keith-improve-bonding-for-orphaned-oil-gas-wells/
https://www.fruita.org/sites/default/files/fileattachments/city_manager/page/4931/fruita_data.pdf
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crop up there. In addition to bike trails, oil wells are also scattered throughout the area, many 

close to population centers and popular recreation sites. Many of these wells are either orphaned 

or significantly at-risk of becoming so,25 several of which are located in close proximity to the 18 

Road Trails area, an extensive network of designated recreation routes that put Fruita on the 

mountain biking map.  

 

Solutions 

 

● Strengthen Bonding Requirements: To protect recreationists, recreation resources, and 

related outdoor economies, the Interior Department should strengthen bonding 

requirements—consistent with proposals such as from Colorado Senator Michael 

Bennet26—to prevent ongoing air, water, and visual impacts from abandoned wells and 

protect aspiring recreation communities and established outdoor recreation towns like 

Fruita.  

● Cap and Restore Existing Wells: Ensure that bonding requirements required of oil and 

gas operators are adequate to cap and restore wells and well pads. 

 

Fruita isn’t the only recreation community facing the imminent threat of abandoned wells. As 

more communities invest in recreation assets, additional trail systems, climbing areas, and 

campgrounds will be at risk of nearby orphaned wells. For example, recent concerns have been 

identified  near the Animas River in Durango, Colorado, and within Upper Missouri River 

Breaks National Monument near Lewistown, Montana.27  

 

Impacts from Industrial Developments Damage Local Community Brands and the Ability 

to Develop Outdoor Recreation Economies 

 

The outdoor industry28 brings millions of jobs to communities across the country in many ways. 

Recreation visitors bring needed dollars to cities and towns that have recreation assets like rivers, 

trails, and other outdoor spaces where fishing, hunting, boating, hiking, skiing, biking, climbing, 

and a long list of other outdoor activities take place. Outdoor recreation companies and 

businesses across a range of industries, both large and small, are choosing to locate in these 

communities because their employees want to live in places with access to the great outdoors. 

Across the country, communities that have previously depended primarily upon resource 

extraction have begun to diversify their economies into the recreation sector. However, better 

management and regulation of oil and gas development is needed to protect outdoor recreation 

experiences and to foster outdoor recreation economies. The placement and design of industrial 

infrastructure and necessary access roads significantly affect the recreation experience. If access 

roads for oil operations cross recreation trails at multiple points, the trail experience can be 

significantly degraded. In addition, in places like climbing areas, waterfronts, or camping areas 

where visitors remain in the same place for extensive periods of time, noise, dust, and congestion 

from nearby road traffic can undermine the outdoor experience. For example, these issues posed 

a serious concern for the Big Flat area north of Canyonlands National Park in Utah where 

climbers spend much of the day on nearby cliffs and mountain bikers cross busy roads in 

multiple places. As BLM has recognized, the presence of infrastructure and traffic related to 

https://www.visitgrandjunction.com/biking/18-road-trails-area#:~:text=18%20Road%20Trails%20Area%20includes,miles(Moderate%20to%20Difficult).
https://www.durangoherald.com/articles/aaron-kindle-and-jason-keith-improve-bonding-for-orphaned-oil-gas-wells/
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energy development in recreation areas can “create poor road conditions, industrial level traffic, 

and fugitive dust that could degrade the recreation experiences and could conflict with 

recreational use....”29 

 

In addition to damaging communities with outdoor brands, conflicts between oil and gas 

operations and outdoor recreation consume the time and resources of land managers working to 

balance multiple uses. Staff is stretched between the permitting and management of oil and gas 

operations while also planning and managing for a range of outdoor recreation activities and 

community assets. For example, the town of Farmington, New Mexico sought to diversify its 

longstanding reliance on the boom-and-bust oil and gas industry. Around 2018 the town kicked 

off its “Jolt Your Journey” marketing campaign, inviting visitors to discover the “cultural, 

outdoor, and family adventure basecamp” of the Farmington area, with its “breathtaking 

landscapes, unique cultures, and family-friendly adventures.”30 While the town has made 

significant progress in identifying opportunities to improve its outdoor recreation amenities,31 

local land managers were consumed by their priority of managing oil and gas operations rather 

than permitting new trails or improving other recreational infrastructure that could help 

Farmington diversify its economy. The BLM’s inability to support the community’s outdoor 

recreation aspirations was especially noteworthy as Farmington resides in a methane hot spot the 

size of Delaware32 that scientists attribute to natural gas production equipment and 

infrastructure.33 The problem of oil and gas management dominating BLM resources at the 

expense of other multiple uses is not an issue unique to the Farmington Field Office—the 

prioritization of oil and gas development above all other uses has been an difficult issue across 

the entire agency for years and is evidenced by on-going proposed leases of popular and 

important recreation areas, including those with only little or even no drilling potential where the 

industry has only speculative interest for leasing. 

 

Reforming the existing federal oil and gas leasing system will benefit outdoor recreation 

enthusiasts, local communities developing outdoor recreation economies, oil and gas operators 

(big and small), and federal land managers. The current leasing system is in need of reform in 

several ways. It prioritizes oil and gas operations over other public land multiple uses and 

incentivizes speculation, allowing the oil and gas industry to dominate landscape use and 

management. This dynamic results from a number of factors: first, ninety percent of Western 

public lands are open to leasing, and it is historically very cheap to nominate parcels. Second, the 

process has a long history of allowing for antiquated policies such as anonymous lease 

nominations, noncompetitive leasing, under-market lease and rental rates, easy lease extension 

and renewal terms, insufficient bonding, and the leasing of “low potential lands” that may have 

other values such as conservation and recreation. While some of these leasing procedures have 

been updated or eliminated by the Inflation Reduction Act, other outdated provisions have not 

been updated. Congress can address these issues through legislation such as Senator Cortez 

Masto’s End Speculative Oil and Gas Leasing Act34 that generally prohibits the BLM and USDA 

Forest Service from leasing for oil and gas on lands that land use plans have identified as having 

low or no oil or gas potential. However, the Biden administration can address the broad set of 

ongoing issues through a durable rulemaking that effectively balances multiple uses on public 

lands. Historically the leasing system has been rife with problems, and although Congress has 
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taken steps to make some much-needed updates like increasing the fiscal rates and fees and 

ending noncompetitive leasing, effective implementation of those legislative changes plus 

additional reforms such as stronger bonding is still needed via rulemaking. 

 

Proposed Leases at Existing Outdoor Recreation Communities: Zion & Moab, Utah 

 

Despite its robust outdoor recreation brand and economy, Utah BLM has frequently proposed oil 

and gas leases in some of the country’s most famous outdoor recreation venues. Not only would 

drilling in these areas undermine existing proven economic drivers, but undeveloped leases 

would pose an ongoing threat that would discourage investment in the future, as developers are 

currently allowed to let inactive leases languish indefinitely. BLM has taken a significant step 

towards addressing these issues through its November 2022 Instruction Memoranda, but it is 

essential that these reforms be solidified by rulemaking. 

 

An example of an ill-considered lease proposal affecting recreation occurred in 2015 when BLM 

proposed leases next to Zion National Park that lacked protections to address potential impacts 

on the park, its visitors, and local economy. Zion is a major economic driver in Washington 

County, Utah, generating almost $275 million in economic output in 2015 and supporting almost 

3,000 jobs. The BLM’s proposed leases were located within 1.5 miles of the park, squarely 

within the park’s scenic viewshed. Two of the proposed leases straddled the Kolob Terrace 

Road, which is the primary access route to the park’s western trailheads and the use of which the 

BLM’s own draft environmental analysis described as “heavy.”  

  

After significant opposition to these leases from local government, the business community, and 

local residents, and over 40,000 comments from the general public, then-Utah Governor Gary 

Herbert sent a letter to the BLM opposing leases so close to Zion National Park, saying that, “the 

preservation of this unique experience is important to the surrounding communities.” The BLM 

ultimately cancelled the Zion leases on June 1, 2017, issuing a decision to defer35 three 

controversial lease parcels in direct proximity to the park. In a press release,36 the BLM’s Utah 

State Director Edwin Roberson said, “based on the environmental review and recognizing the 

rapid growth of recreational visits and tourism on adjacent public lands, the BLM believes that 

deferring these parcels for further review is the right decision.”    

 

While it seems like an obvious decision to defer these leases in order to comply with FLPMA’s 

multiple use mandate, unfortunately Utah BLM continues to propose problematic oil and gas 

leases that directly conflict with outdoor recreation, including near canyoneering routes at the 

San Rafael Swell,37 boating on the White River, mountain biking near McCoy Flats near Vernal,  

and even a proposal to lease the famous Slick Rock Trail adjacent to Moab.38 But perhaps the 

most alarming proposal was the 2020 anonymous nomination39 to lease over 110,00 acres 

affecting highly popular outdoor recreation lands near Moab, Utah, and Canyonlands National 

Park. This oil and gas auction would have affected key recreation-rich lands in Grand County, 

tying them up in oil and gas leases for decades, discouraging future recreation asset investments, 

and impairing the community’s economic lifeblood: outdoor recreation. Important air quality 

issues due to methane leakage and flaring, constant low-level noise from well pads, and 
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industrial truck traffic on six of Moab’s seven major recreation transportation arteries all would 

increase. This in turn meant that nearly every recreation outing in Grand County, involving both 

visitors and locals, would have been impacted by oil and gas activities.40 

 

Due to widespread opposition from the local community, local government,41 and outdoor 

recreation advocates and a petition with over 30,000 signatures, the BLM initially reduced the 

proposed acreage to 87,000 acres and then eventually decided to defer all 87,00 acres from 

leasing42 “Understanding the nature of the proposed parcels, as well as gathering input from local 

communities, partners and the public are a priority for me as the new state director for BLM 

Utah,” Greg Sheehan said Tuesday in announcing the scaled-back auction. “The BLM supports 

the recreation and tourism industry as an important source of revenue in Utah, while also 

responsibly leasing and supporting our nation’s energy independence.” 

 

Proposed Leases at Aspiring Outdoor Recreation Communities: Caliente, Nevada 

 

While the BLM continues to lease areas with existing high value for outdoor recreation use such 

as at Zion and Moab, the agency also continues to propose leasing areas working hard to develop 

outdoor recreation economies—even at areas the agency itself has set aside for special recreation 

management designations and has promoted for recreation opportunities.43 One such location is 

Caliente, Nevada—nicknamed “Nevada’s Rose City”— a growing town of approximately 1,200 

with high job growth projected over the next ten years due in part to an outstanding regional 

landscape that supports a wide range of recreation opportunities like hiking, climbing, mountain 

biking,44 and off-roading.  

 

For the last several years Caliente has aggressively planned for developing a local outdoor 

recreation economy featuring significant investments in mountain bike trails. In 2013, the 

International Mountain Bicycling Association (IMBA) allocated $5,000 for a review of trails in 

the area, finding significant potential, and the community then developed a more detailed trail 

plan costing $50,000 with funds raised from the city’s lodging tax, a Lincoln County grant, and 

BLM recreation fees. Caliente then obtained $496,000 from the Southern Nevada Public Land 

Management Act (SNPLMA) for the development of a bike park and parking facilities, local 

Kershaw-Ryan State Park secured $250,000 from the Recreational Trails Program (RTP), and 

the BLM office in Caliente acquired $1,000,000 through SNPLMA for local efforts to develop 

the bike park and more than 65 miles of multi-use, non-motorized single-track trails on City of 

Caliente land, BLM lands, Nevada State Park lands, and at Kershaw-Ryan State Park.  

 

In September 2019, Caliente hosted its first annual Mountain Bike Festival45 at nearby Barnes 

Canyon46 where more than 200 cyclists competed on Barnes Canyon and Kershaw-Ryan State 

Park47 single-track trail networks, as well as the Caliente Super Park48 flow trails, dirt jumps, and 

pump track. Local, state, and federal organizations and a range of volunteers collaborated on the 

construction of new trails to support the event, and many Caliente locals view this event as the 

beginning to a growing mountain bike movement in Lincoln County.49  
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Then, despite all this work and enthusiasm to develop the Caliente area for outdoor recreation, 

the BLM put up for auction parcels containing these trails for oil and gas development, which 

could significantly degrade the riding experience and put these investments at risk. The Interior 

Department’s own 2021 Report50 acknowledges that this speculative approach contributes to 

unbalanced land management. Moreover, these particular acres in Caliente that were proposed 

for leasing have low potential for productive oil and gas development.51 When land is under 

contract for potential oil and gas activity, the shared public lands cannot be managed for other 

purposes, such as conservation or recreation. The BLM should carefully consider what lands 

make the most sense to lease in terms of expected yields of oil and gas, prospects of earning a 

fair return for U.S. taxpayers, and conflicts with other uses, such as outdoor recreation and 

wildlife habitat.52 As the Caliente area works to grow its regional recreation economy to attract 

jobs of all types, the leasing of low and no potential lands for oil and gas could diminish 

opportunities for further trail development and outdoor access. Leasing these lands could leave 

the community in a lose-lose situation, with minimal chance of receiving mineral lease revenues 

from these areas while simultaneously threatening further trail investments.  

 

Fortunately, after outreach and complaints by the outdoor recreation community,53 the BLM 

ultimately removed the Barnes Canyon parcels from consideration following comments to a 

preliminary environmental assessment,54 but not until after “the burden and expense … fall[ing] 

on BLM to process those parcels, triggering the dedication of BLM staff resources to analyze 

marginal lands that companies may not be interested in bidding on and that may never be leased, 

much less developed.”55 In addition, the local community and outdoor recreation enthusiasts 

expended considerable resources combating poorly considered lease sales such as this one at 

Caliente. While the November 2022 BLM guidance—Evaluating Competitive Oil and Gas Lease 

Sale Parcels for Future Lease Sales, IM 2023-00756—should take parcels like this off the table in 

the future because of their recreation values, reforms solidified through a BLM rule protecting 

recreation experiences and local economies are the most viable and effective action that could 

protect communities like Caliente. 
 

Unfortunately, the BLM has a long track record of leasing important recreation sites for oil and 

gas development and negatively impacting the outdoor experience. Theodore Roosevelt National 

Park in North Dakota where visitation to the Maah Daah Hey Trail decreased amid concerns 

about safety and air quality around oil well pads57 and the rapid expansion of the Bakken Oil 

Field in the mid 2010s that quickly engulfed the national park also affected the viewshed 

experience of visitors and impaired the area’s famous night skies.58 And recently, Utah BLM59 

proposed leasing an area that affects some significant recreation resources such as boating on the 

White River, a stream that is already highly compromised by existing and proposed industrial 

developments in the region even though a BLM pamphlet on floating the White River describes 

it as “one of the quiet places, where solitude…[is] still very much a part of the outdoor 

experience.” These proposed parcels lie within a popular and commonly visited reach of the 

White River, and any development on this site—which abuts the White River Special Recreation 

Management Area—would detract from the viewscape for river runners and other recreation 

users in or near the river corridor. Other recreation parcels BLM has proposed for leasing include 

the San Rafael Swell in Utah60 and the Converse County Park in Wyoming,61 among others. 
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With all of these examples where the BLM deferred problematic lease proposals affecting 

outdoor recreation, the discretionary decisions have all come only after significant opposition 

from a diversity of stakeholders and decision-makers and a significant amount of time invested 

by BLM staff—not from a framework within the leasing system designed to avoid conflicts with 

other multiple uses. 

 

Solutions 

 

● Eliminate Recreation Parcels from Leasing Consideration: DOI should formalize a regulation 

that evaluates the highest and best use of nominated lands and eliminate from consideration 

lease proposals that could negatively affect outdoor recreation assets. Accordingly, the 

Interior Department should promulgate a rule that refines and makes permanent the guidance 

issued in November 2022 with instruction memo 2023-007—“Evaluating Competitive Oil 

and Gas Lease Sale Parcels for Future Lease Sales”62—which provides direction for the 

evaluation of nominated lease parcels and the selection of which parcels to be offered in oil 

and gas lease sales. This deferral/filtering criteria was developed in response to the 

recommendation made in the November 2021 DOI Report on the federal oil and gas leasing 

program that, “the BLM should carefully consider what lands make the most sense to lease in 

terms of expected yields of oil and gas, prospects of earning a fair return for U.S. taxpayers, 

and conflicts with other uses.”63 The use of this criteria should be strengthened in a rule: 

since Instruction Memo 2023-007 issuance, BLM has applied this filtering process, but it has 

not uniformly informed leasing decisions in that many parcels designated as "low" preference 

are still being moved forward for lease. 

● Recreation Resources Preservation Alternative: If the BLM nonetheless does include 

recreation lands—or recreation adjacent lands—to any lease sale proposal, the environmental 

analysis should include a “Recreation Resources Preservation Alternative” such as was 

issued in the BLM Utah 2022 First Competitive Oil and Gas Lease Sale (DOI-BLM-UT- 

0000-2021-0007-EA April 2022) in order to effectively “preserve, to the extent practical, the 

recreational opportunities that could be impacted by development of the parcels.”64 

● Expand Public Participation Opportunities: To safeguard recreation assets, BLM must ensure 

robust public participation in the leasing process. Accordingly, DOI should promulgate a rule 

similar to BLM guidance found in IM 2023-010 – “Oil and Gas Leasing – Land Use 

Planning and Lease Parcel Reviews”65 that the BLM issued in November 2022 to ensure that 

oil and gas lease sales are held in accordance with current law and directs BLM planners to 

address parcel review updates in the IRA. IM 2023-10 also requires a minimum 30-day 

scoping period, a minimum 30-day NEPA document review/comment period, and a 30-day 

protest period for all lease sales. Public participation on public land use decisions is vital to 

ensure that the public interest is being served and that the BLM is engaged in informed 

decision making. Over the last several years, recreation advocates have highlighted many 

leasing conflicts with recreation assets—often at recreation locations that the BLM was 

unaware of—resulting in eventual lease parcel deferrals. This was made significantly more 

challenging because of inadequate public participation opportunities. 

https://www.blm.gov/policy/im-2023-010
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● Eliminate Speculative Leasing: While the Inflation Reduction Act elimination of 

noncompetitive leasing was an important step towards curbing wasteful leasing practices, 

BLM must do more to prevent harmful oil and gas speculation from threatening other 

valuable uses of our public lands such as recreation. DOI should promulgate a rule to address 

the speculative practice of leasing lands with little to no development potential to ensure that 

those lands can be protected and managed for the recreation and conservation values they 

offer. 

 

Benefits of Leasing Reform  

 

Reforming the oil and gas leasing system will benefit a wide range of stakeholders: 1) outdoor 

recreation enthusiasts who depend on quality unpolluted landscapes that are not closed by land 

managers due to increasing natural catastrophes such as wildfires, 2) local “frontline” 

communities who will benefit from reform because it support their ability to diversify their 

economies, 3) oil and gas operators who will also benefit from oil and gas reform through 

increased certainty and reduced conflict, and 4) land managers such as the BLM that will reduce 

the burden and expense associated with processing controversial and low potential parcels that 

conflict with other values. The efficiencies which will result from the reforms detailed above will 

benefit all stakeholders.66  

 

Conclusion 

 

A fundamental principle of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) is that 

outdoor recreation is one of the “major” uses of public lands, alongside grazing, energy 

development, fish and wildlife, rights-of-way, and timber production. In addition, the Multiple 

Use Sustained Yield Act (MUSY) mandates that public resources be managed “so that they are 

utilized in the combination that will best meet the needs of the American people,” and that 

renewable resources shall be managed in a manner that avoids “impairment of the productivity of 

the land.”67 Reforming the federal oil and gas leasing system is necessary to fulfill the mandates 

in FLPMA and ensure that the recreation resource is not impaired and is maintained to best meet 

the interests of the American people.  

 

Accordingly, DOI should promulgate a rule that includes deferral and screening criteria 

preventing leasing of recreation lands at the outset of the lease sale process. Such a rule should 

also eliminate speculation incentives in the current leasing process involving expressions of 

interest and the leasing of low potential lands. Also, the Interior Department should increase 

minimum bonding rates to more closely align with full cost of plugging wells and reclaiming 

surrounding lands and provide at least 90 days for public participation in any leasing proposal. 

 

Solving all of these problems will support public land communities of all types. By severely 

limiting or stopping unproductive leasing all together, more land will be available in its natural 

state for people to enjoy through trails and other recreation assets. Better management of existing 

well pads to fix methane leaks will improve air quality and provide jobs, as will a program for 

capping and restoration. Revamping the process by which wells can be sold will prevent 
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communities from bearing the burden of polluting wells and better prepare them for new 

ventures in recreation and renewable energy, as well as other industries. As we work towards 

reducing oil and gas dependence, there is an opportunity to utilize best practices in leasing, well 

pad management, capping, and restoration. The regulations and policies that govern these 

processes can be changed by both Congressional legislation and the Biden Department of 

Interior. 

 

*   *   * 

 

This report was prepared by the Outdoor Alliance and Public Land Solutions. 

 

Outdoor Alliance - Outdoor Alliance is a coalition of ten member-based organizations 

representing the human powered outdoor recreation community. The coalition includes Access 

Fund, American Canoe Association, American Whitewater, International Mountain Bicycling 

Association, Winter Wildlands Alliance, The Mountaineers, the American Alpine Club, the 

Mazamas, Colorado Mountain Club, and Surfrider Foundation and represents the interests of the 

millions of Americans who climb, paddle, mountain bike, backcountry ski and snowshoe, and 

enjoy coastal recreation on our nation’s public lands, waters, and snowscapes. 

 

Public Land Solutions - Public Land Solutions is a non-profit organization dedicated to 

providing comprehensive recreation planning and stakeholder coordination to support effective 

and sustainable public land solutions. We work at the local, regional, and national level on BLM 

planning and permitting proposals related to oil and gas leasing, and our primary focus is the 

protection and enhancement of recreation assets and opportunities to develop durable and robust 

recreation economies. Our advocacy efforts to protect and enhance recreation assets on public 

lands include organizing stakeholder workshops, providing detailed comments and proposed 

maps during BLM comment periods, delivering presentations to local and state governments, and 

communicating with a wide range of interested stakeholders. 
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